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How You Can Help MAESSR………

Igive.com – Register MAESSR as your charity and shop through the Igive.com website
Employer Matching Gifts – Will you employer match donations to non-profit organizations?
Ask at the Human Resources Department. If so, your donation to MAESSR will be matched by
your employer or doubled!
Goodsearch.com - Search the Internet by using www.Goodsearch.com – designate MAESSR (spell
out words to find us!) and we will get money every time you use this search engine.
Donate to MAESSR to honor a friend’s birthday, wedding anniversary or special occasion.
Don’t need any more “stuff”? Ask your friends to donate to MAESSR in your name. Their gift
will be acknowledged and you will receive notification as well.
Buy merchandise from the MAESSR Marketplace – Need a gift for a friend? Lots of wonderful
items that help the dogs when you buy!
Benevolink – Register MAESSR as your charity and shop Benevolink partners through the
Benevolink website. www.Benevolink.com
Gift of stock- Similar to a cash donation…..please contact us further if interested in
donating stock.
Tell everyone about Rescue….many volunteers and adoptive families find us through word of
mouth.

MAESSR Welcomes…
By Linda Foster

It has been my great pleasure over the last nine
years to serve as MAESSR’s Volunteer Coordinator.
In October, I handed over the reins to one of our most
highly dedicated volunteers, Linda Johnston. Linda has
been with MAESSR since 2003, and has been involved
in almost all facets of the MAESSR organization
including: fostering dogs, conducting adoption
interviews, heading the adoption follow-up program,
pulling and transporting dogs from shelters, and serving
on MAESSR’s Board of Directors. She has worked
tirelessly to help our rescued Springers start new lives
with new families, and I know that our volunteers will
be in good hands with her. I will continue on as one of
several Volunteer Assistants, helping to interview and
train new MAESSR volunteers.

more about volunteer opportunities, place contact
our new Volunteer Coordinator, Linda Johnston at
springerlove@comcast.net , or simply complete the
on-line volunteer application on our website.
Please join us in welcoming the following
18 new volunteers who have recently joined the
MAESSR family:
William Allcott, Richmond, VA
Beth & Tom Anderson,
Martinsburg, WV
Tracy Butler, Martinsburg, WV
Phyllis Cox, Richmond, VA
Amy Devine, Gainsville, VA
Anita Fears, Waynesboro, VA
Kristi Fletcher, Herndon, VA
Bonnie Folker, Roanoke, VA
Cheryl Harrison, Front Royal, VA

Keith Hartman, Galloway, NJ
Beth Higgins, Dallas, PA
Barbara Jones, Exton, PA
Lori Leary, Montclair, VA
Leslie Lindner, Parkesburg, PA
Jenn McStravick, Wilmington, DE
Anne Neese, Bristol, TN
Lynne Newlin, Plainsboro, NJ
Frank Verdi, Philadelphia, PA

MAESSR volunteers come from locations
that we service all around the Mid-Atlantic region
including Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland,
District of Columbia, Delaware, Virginia and West
Virginia.
We also have volunteers in South Carolina,
North Carolina, Arizona, Minnesota, Alabama,
Tennessee and Georgia who, despite their remote
locations, are able to help the organization accomplish
our mission.
You too can be one of over 200 households
Don’t miss out! Order your 2008 MAESSR
that volunteer with MAESSR on a continuing basis,
Calendar now and share 2008 with some very
special friends!
some of whom have been volunteers since our
inception in 1998. If you are interested in learning
www.maessr.org

DO YOU REMEMBER……..
Victory?

and diligently cared for in the same way that the Parvo
puppies were nursed and nurtured to good health. The only
lingering effect of Tracy’s having Parvo is that she did not
grow all her teeth - she has a nice neat spot on one side of her
mouth where her tongue can easily hang out!

Then……Pittsburgh, PA…….February, 2006

Tracey is independent and playful. Her mom describes
her as “Miss Social” and says she has a great disposition.
She loves to run and catch things in mid-air, but her most
incredible talent is her ability to carry four toys in her mouth
at one time! That’s how she likes to greet folks! She’s
enthusiastic and energetic…..jumps up on the grooming table
to be able to be sure she’s first. She and Spencer complement
each other.

By Mary Beach

A breeder in the Pittsburgh area has an outbreak of the
Parvo virus at his kennel. After the loss of several of his dogs,
he brings three 7-week-old Springer puppies to his vet. The
vet believes the pups can be saved, but the treatments are so
expensive the breeder tells the vet to put the puppies to sleep.
Fortunately, the vet contacts people at the local humane shelter
who refer him to MAESSR.
MAESSR agrees to pay for the necessary vet care and do
everything possible to save these three precious girls who are
yet unnamed. After three days of antibiotics and fluid IVs, the
first girl is well enough to go to a foster home. She is picked
up on a cold February day by her foster mom, Pat Race. In
the MAESSR tradition, this girl’s name has to start with the
next alphabetical letter…V. On the day after her arrival, the
Steelers win the Super Bowl, so she is named VICTORY!
However, her foster brother is named Spencer, so little Victory
is sometimes affectionately called “Tracey”.
Soon Victory is joined in her foster home by her sister
Yoko when she is well enough to leave the vet’s. She and
Yoko are happy to be re-united, and as they grow stronger and
healthier they enjoy a lot of happy puppy playtime. The active
girls are constantly hungry, but after the gastro-intestinal
distress they’ve suffered, they are only allowed a bland mix
of foods plus lots of ice cubes and a few veggies. The threat
of their spreading Parvo through their feces means that their
diligent foster mom is always busy with poop bags and Clorox
in hand. The girls grow bigger and more beautiful, and foster
mommy Pat realizes she is not going to be able to let Victory
move on. She is already in her forever home! Sister Yoko is

This beautiful Springer gal is now a healthy 50 pounds. She
is almost two years old, and she’s never missed a MAESSR
picnic! She’s been to about eight of them so far. She’s a real
crowd-pleaser! Additionally, she has traveled many places
vacationing with her mom. She’s enjoyed Hilton Head and
Daytona Beach, to name a few. Life is good for this fine young
girl who came so close to losing her life as a puppy. Whenever
she meets a new friend at a MAESSR event, I’m sure she’s
saying with every wag of her tail, “Thank you, MAESSR, for
giving me a happy, healthy life!”

On Christmas Morning...
I wish,
For every dog
searching trash cans for breakfast,
a filled bowl with his name printed in bright letters.
For every dog
who slept fitfully last night, chained in a frozen yard,
a soft, warm bed with a person snoring gently nearby.
For every shelter dog,
spending Christmas morning in a soiled run,
a forever home, filled with sounds and smells of family.
For every “Christmas” puppy given today,
a tolerant, caring owner who won’t abandon you
as you grow into a real dog.
For every ailing pet,
enough money for your owner
to pay the bills to make you well.
For every lost dog,
a clear, safe road, and well marked path,
to lead you home.

adopted by a great forever family in Leesburg, VA where she
enjoys living on a ten-acre horse farm. The third sister, Zuza,
is fostered in another home and is soon adopted by an active
MAESSR volunteer.
Now……Pittsburgh, PA…..September, 2007
Victory is now officially Tracey, forever sister of Spencer!
She enjoys an active life, and she is a wonderful foster sister
to other dogs who come to the Race household to be pampered

www.maessr.org

For every old and tired friend,
a warm fire, and a soft bed,
to ease your aches and pains.
and
For every Heart Dog at the Bridge,
a moment when you know that you
are remembered today,
missed again,
and loved forever.

Author unknown

Thank You!
Gifts in Honor
Michael DeBarberie – Cocoa XIV
Peggy & Chuck Kullberg – Barb Bennett for her assistance
Liz Watson – Annalise Walgreen
Mimi Harris Kirstein – Sarah Reitzes Bat Mitzvah
Harrisburg Kennel Club – Ch. Felicity Diamond Jim - “James”
Cingular Matching Gifts – Lisa Nuzzaci
Gibson Electrical & General Contractors – Copper
Chambersburg Area Kennel Club - Ch. Felicity Diamond Jim - “James”
Linda & Terry Johnston – Aqua and Rocky
Alicia, Mark & Samantha Getty & Marilyn Gallagher – Sunny
GEICO Philanthropic Foundation – Sam & Paula Knutson
Mary Ann & Martin McNulty – Max & Oliver’s Birthday
Fran and Jay Fisher – Max
Wendy Hogan – Hattie’s 6th anniversary with me
Richard and Marion Pearsall – Buster
Ted & Barbara Smith – Lancelot II
Barbara & Buzz Bennett – MAESSR Volunteers
John Turner – Joan Cromwell and Alicia Getty for their assistance
Edward Debiase & Tracy Yeager – donation given in lieu of wedding gifts and
favors at their wedding
Linda & terry Johnston – Ranger’s Two Year anniversary
Mr & Mrs. Race – Pat Race’s Birthday
Susan Murphy – Barbara Breeden for her loving care of Crystal & Satin
John Snyder – Joan Cromwell and Alicia Getty for their help with Rusty
George & Tellie Dixon – Brady

Gifts in Memory
Ranetta & Phillip Adamovitz – Sue & Jim Adamovitz’s Elmer
James & Sandra Rawles – Babe
Michael Gibson – Zachery
Mr. Holmes 2007 Senior Class – Cody and Molly Holmes
Linda & Terry Johnston – Daisy, Spot & Skeeter
Joan Cromwell – Kelly
Mary & Lee Beach – Joan Cromwell’s Kelly
Debbie & Bill Lipcsey – Joan Cromwell’s Kelly
Linda & Terry Johnston – Joan Cromwell’s Kelly
Elizabeth Howard – Woody
Cathy Pasquino – Mickie & Jimmy O’Donnell’s Buddy & Bailey
Rachel Murray – Barb Finnan’s Hairy
Simone LiTrenta – Congressman Steny Hoyer’s Charlotte

Leslie Jacoby – Richard Robinson
Linda & Terry Johnston – Rocky Race
Kim Bolster – Rocky Race
Debbie & Bill Lipcsey – Chester II
Pat Race – Rocket Man (Rocky) and Abbey
Barbara & Buzz Bennett – Major, Chopper, Trooper & Charlie
Marianne Kopp – Paige Martin’s Bucky
Sandra Miller - Tucker

General Gifts
Annie and Tom Bigford
Paula and Sam Knutson
Nancy Cawley (multiple gifts)
Sherry Rohn Clancy (multiple gifts)
Rick & Rita Gatlin (multiple lists)
Jane & Peter Schimek (multiple gifts)
Donna Wojciechowski
Suzanne & Ty Payne
Fran Fisher
Katie Eick
Candi Lynn
Carole Agee
Pat Race
Frank Verdi (multiple gifts)
Lorraine & Ronald Soroka
Melissa & William Campbell (multiple gifts)
Frank Martenis
Isabelle & Barry Chewning
Frank & Mary Barnes
Debra Johnson (multiple gifts)
Dale & John Lenahan
Nicole & Steve Glassman
Roberta Reichwein
Deanna Fiorentino
Allan & Kathy Stevens
James & Katherine Bartkowicz
Janet Lemson
Melissa Campbell (multiple gifts)
Mary Phillips

Springer Nationals –
Lexington, Kentucky!
MAESSR was well represented at the
Springer Nationals held in Lexington,
Kentucky at the end of September. A
group of volunteers and adoptive families
attended the week long celebration
of Springer Spaniels. MAESSR dogs
competed in the agility trials, obedience
trial and MAESSR had placed 60% of the
dogs in the Rescue Parade!!
In addition to taking in all the clinics
(e.g., field training, confirmation,
tracking), MAESSR volunteers also
coordinated a merchandise booth. Sales
of over $5,000 were realized – a terrific
result!

Attending the 2007 Nationals were: Vicki Phillips, Heather Young, Liz
Watson, Terry and Linda Johnston, Angie Epling, Pat Race, Kim Bolster
and Debbie and Bill Lipcsey.

Onto Dallas in 2008!
www.maessr.org

MAESSR Picnics

www.maessr.org

Who’s that volunteer?
By Linda Johnston
Pat Alberta became active with MAESSR in September
2002. She adopted her first dog from MAESSR in 2001,
Duke, when he was 10 months old. She then adopted Logan
in 2003. Sadly, Logan lost his battle with cancer of the spine
in 2005. Pat and her husband John turned to MAESSR again
and they adopted Jeb in 2005.

Senior Moments
By Missy Cromwell

My name is Missy and I will be taking over the Senior
Moments column for the foreseeable future. Like many of
you MAESSR dogs, I have my own special story of how
I came into the care of the fine folks at MAESSR. I was
found as a stray in 2004. No one came to look for me so
the shelter found a nice family to adopt me.  Unfortunately,
this family fell on hard times financially and then I ended
up with MAESSR last Spring. I suspect it wasn’t very easy
finding me a foster home because I have a bit of an issue
with incontinence. My mommy tells me that MAESSR
does not have a waiting list of people who want to foster
or adopt a dog who cannot hold her (or his) bladder.
However, I lucked out and Louise and Mike Perkins took
care of me until I found my forever home.
And let me tell you about this forever home. For
starters, my new mom caught on the first week that some
of my incontinence issues are less from physical causes
than they are just poor potty training habits. She has
refreshed my memory on the basics of potty training and
now I wait until I am outside to pee. Can you believe she
makes me go outside to pee? I notice that she does not
have to go outside to take care of her business. Does that
sound fair to you? Is she going to make me go out in the
rain and snow, too? Hmmm, it’s a good thing the treats
are so good around here.

Pat and her husband live in the Pittsburgh area. She, like
most of us, thinks of her dogs as her children. Pat takes them
on many long walks.... Can’t you just see Pat, Duke and Jeb
on any cold raining morning still out in the elements taking
their long walks?
Pat started doing adoption interviews for MAESSR in
2006. Pat always volunteers to help MAESSR at all the local
pet fairs. Pat also joined the post adoption team in 2006.
We kindly refer to her as bull dog; she will make sure every
assignment gets a call and never gives up trying to reach
the harder to reach families. Pat has just recently joined the
volunteer team, talking to new applicants about the many
ways they can help. Pat also helps with transports when
needed in her area. She has done many interviews and I
have asked her to be a volunteer interview coach. There isn’t
anything we ask of Pat that she will not do. Pat loves this
organization, and we are glad she is a part of MAESSR.
Pat enjoys playing tennis, baking for Meals on Wheels,
and always enjoys a good day of shopping.
Pat, we appreciate everything you do to make this great
organization even better. We are lucky to have you and your
family. Pat can be reached at PAlberta207@aol.com.
There are so many people who do a wonderful job
volunteering for MAESSR that we would like to recognize all
their hard work. If you know of someone you think should be
specially recognized, please send me the info - springerlove@
comcast.net.
We will be recognizing those special volunteers in the
upcoming newsletters. Who will be next??

Where in the
World is MAESSR?

My favorite pastimes are eating, sleeping,
counter-surfing, trash can diving and supervising my
mom.  Apparently, a dog named Norman lived here before
me so my mom is wise to the whole counter-surfing/trash
can diving attraction and she rarely leaves anything within
reach. I did, however, get my paws on a bag of peaches
recently. Yum-my!
I am looking forward to sharing my life with the
MAESSR family in the coming months. Thanks to all of
you who do what you do so that each and every Springer
may live in a home where they are very much wanted.

Mary Barnes took MAESSR with her this summer to Istanbul Turkey!

www.maessr.org

Our Dogs, Our Mirrors
By Deb Mickey
Reprinted with permission
Dogs look to us for many things; food, water, shelter, love, but
they also look to us on how to behave in uncertain situations. How
we react to situations often influences the dog to react in the same
manner. This can be a good thing, and this can be a bad thing.
If we feel fear or uncertainty, our dog will be frightened and
uncertain or, at very least, uneasy. Our actions color our dog’s
perception of the situation. Take, for example, the dog that is unsure
of or acts aggressive toward other dogs. If the owner is worried
about what will happen when meeting other dogs, his dog will
pick up this uncertainty which reinforces her fear and she probably
will act aggressively toward any dog that approaches (fear is often
masked as aggression). We see this most often when the dog is on
leash. The owner’s uncertainly travels right down the leash. Owners
also often inadvertently add to the problem by tightening their hold
of the leash or by pulling their dog away, which transmits bad vibes
to their dog and makes their dog uneasy. If not too conditioned in
this manner, these same dogs often are fine around other dogs when
unencumbered by the leash.
Whatever the situation, if we act matter-of-fact and with
confidence, our dog will mirror our state of mind. So, in the above
scenario, if we brainwash ourselves to act as if the dog coming
toward us will be friendly, and as if our dog will be friendly, and we
seem confident (and we refrain from tightening the leash!), our dog
will perceive our calmness and good thoughts and may feel more at
ease when meeting dogs.
Other situations can be colored by how we react to them. Has
your dog ever stubbed his toe and began to limp? We, of course,
are immediately concerned and check to see what’s wrong. Have
you noticed that as soon as we dismiss the boo-boo, the dog stops
limping? But, if we had continued “babying” the dog, the dog would
have kept limping? They certainly can play our heartstrings!
Fear or phantom pain isn’t the only emotion we transmit to our
dogs. How many of our dogs joyously and excitedly rush to the door
when the doorbell rings? Can we step back and look at what we do
when the doorbell rings? Are we jumping up, dropping everything
and rushing to the door ourselves? The dogs are mirroring our
emotions and actions. If dogs mirror our emotions and actions, we
can use this to help the dog in stressful or uncertain situations.
The whole object is to change the dog’s state of mind from fearful,
defensive, or uncertain (or overly excited), to confident, happy, and
assured (or calm). Here are a few methods to help a dog overcome
some of his fears or uncertainties:

‘Jollying the Dog’
‘Jollying the dog’ is acting happy and cheerful in the presence of
what scares the dog.
If the dog’s problem is loud noises, set up a situation where the
loud noise can be on demand, such as recording it on tape. Start with
the volume low, and praise, cheer and act happy in the dog’s presence
while playing the tape. As the dog becomes relaxed with the noise
at this volume level, gradually increase the volume and repeat the
cheering act.

If it’s thunderstorms that frighten your dog, your task is tougher
since you can’t always be home when a storm approaches. But, if
you are home and a storm approaches, try jollying the dog during
the storm, acting like the storm is the best thing that could happen.
Again, record storms on tape so you can control the volume and
control when you can work on this problem.
If the dog tries to do something physical, such a jumping over an
obstacle and he fails, laugh and cheer so the dog is not frightened to
try again. Praise the dog for the attempt.

Distracting the dog
If you can get the dog to play with you when hearing the scary
noise, or when the scary people or dogs are approaching, then you
can distract the dog from fixating on what bothers him. Again, what
you’re feeling will color this, so be sure to enjoy the game yourself!
He’ll still hear the noise and/or see what’s worrying him, but
his emotional state of mind will go from frightened to joyful as
you play your game. He may, in time, associate this joyful feeling
to the very thing that once scared him, i.e., when he sees what
originally scared him, his emotional state relates it to the play and
the good feelings of the game.

Desensitizing the dog
Another option is desensitizing the dog to what bothers him. The
clicker method of training works well here. The basics of desensitizing
a dog is to have the problem object (another dog, children, whatever)
placed at a distance within sight of the dog, and reward the dog with
treats and praise for not reacting negatively toward the object. Praise
the dog if he looks at the object in a casual, non-threatened way.
As your dog becomes comfortable with the object at this distance,
move your dog a few feet closer to the object and again, treat and
praise the dog for ignoring or not reacting negatively to the object.
Slowly decrease the distance until the dog can be very close to the
object and ignore it or forget that it at one time bother him.
  

Use Your Voice Properly

Use a happy, jolly voice rather than a sympathetic voice. A
sympathetic voice increases your dog’s feeling there really is
something to fear. Beware of saying, “It’s ok,” or “There’s nothing
to worry about.” If you are saying the words, you’re transmitting
unsure thoughts even if your voice is cheerful. Rather, praise the
dog for being brave, even if he really isn’t being all that brave!
  
All these methods take time and perseverance and no negative
corrections should be given. If you seek help for these problems, be
sure to get help from someone qualified and who uses positive, gentle
reinforcement methods. Changing a dog’s state of emotion toward a
situation is not fast or easy.
The longer the dog has had to negatively react to a certain
situation, the longer it will take to change his mind. In some cases,
the dog’s emotional state cannot be totally changed, but it may be
improved.
But, by far, the biggest step to help our dogs in uncertain situations
is to control our own emotions and help our dogs “think pleasant
thoughts.” Dogs are our mirrors. What do you see when you look
into your dog?
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problem in cats, but it can cause burns to the lining of the mouth,
tongue and esophagus. Tobacco products are also a little known toxin.
Small dogs can easily ingest enough tobacco by eating a few cigarettes
to cause sickness. Symptoms include vomiting, tremors, seizures,
arrhythmias and death.

Springer
Health
Dr Carol M. Getty, DVM
Pets face threats from their environments every day. Some are obvious,
while others seem completely harmless until the animal gets sick. The
following is a list of items in and around the house that can be toxic to dogs.
Most of these items are also toxic to cats, but for the sake of the article, I
will address only dogs. I am not including food items in this article- but will
address food related toxicities in a future article.
Medications are a common household hazard. If you wanted the
dog to swallow the pill, it would be a knock-down, drag-out fight, but
if you accidentally drop a tablet of a potentially harmful medication,
the dog will gulp it down in an instant. Poisonings also occur when
well-meaning owners perceive that an animal is sick, and decide to give
human medications to the pet hoping it will make the pet feel better.
Examples of potentially harmful medications include: Non steroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs such as ibuprofen (causes profuse vomiting and
kidney failure) and aspirin (causes vomiting and stomach ulceration);
Acetaminophen (causes liver failure); cold and flu medications (causes
racing heart rate, arrhythmia, seizures, death); Antidepressants (cause
signs ranging from excessive sleepiness to wobbly gait, tremors,
salivation and seizures); Vitamins (can cause build up of non-water
soluble vitamins with a wide gamut of symptoms); Diet Pills (cause
racing heart rate, arrhythmias, hyperexcitability, seizures, death); and
Anti-Cancer drugs (wide range of potentially lethal symptoms).
Another common product group includes anti-pest products. Dogs
can be exposed by coming in contact with a treated area, ingesting the
product directly, having the product applied to them by their owners
and by ingesting pests that have expired due to the poisons. Examples
include Insecticides that can be sprayed, applied as powders or applied
directly to the animal. Most insecticides that cause problems are either
organophosphates or permethrins/pyrethrins (often labeled as “all natural”
or “organic”- still highly toxic). This group of insecticides causes signs
ranging from salivating, vomiting, tremors or seizures and a myriad of other
symptoms. Another common group of pesticides include the rodenticides
like rat and mouse bait. Dogs will readily eat bait and can also be poisoned
second hand by eating dead rats/mice that have eaten the poison. Most
rodenticides are anti-coagulant type- meaning they block the series of
events that occur to prevent bleeding. About three to five days after they
eat the bait, they start bleeding. Once bleeding has started, it can be fatal
even with aggressive therapy, depending on what body part the animal
bleeds into. Other rodenticides use a drug like Strychnine which kills by
causing seizures. Unlike the anti-coagulants, a Strychnine poisoned dog is
obviously sick right away.
Slug and snail bait is another big problem for dogs. It contains a
chemical called metaldehyde that causes severe tremors and seizures
resulting in extremely high body temperatures, thus giving the
poisoning the nick name of “Shake and Bake Syndrome”. Known
ingestion of a metaldehyde containing product constitutes a major
emergency. Even with treatment, ingestion may be fatal.
Cleaning products and other liquids around the house can also be
toxic. Bleach, disinfectants, fabric softener, solvents, lighter fluid,
drain cleaners, oven cleaner spray, lime/scale remover and detergents
are all potentially toxic. Usually they are ingested by the dog and
can cause oral mucosal ulceration, esophageal burns, stomach ulcers,
vomiting, diarrhea, debilitation and death.
Other random household toxins include things like lead in older
paint or by ingestion of small objects containing lead. Lead poisoning
often manifests as neurological signs. Mothballs are toxic to dogs
and most dogs will readily eat them. Liquid potpourri is more of a

Most dog owners go to great lengths to prevent exposure to toxins
around the house, but many of our Springers are counter surfers
extraordinaire and will somehow seek out the very things we try to
keep them away from. If you know, or suspect that your pet has been
exposed to a toxic substance, a trip to your vet or the emergency vet
is in order. If the dog is stable and you have time, a phone call to the
Animal Poison Control Center is well worth making. They will give you
immediate advice of how toxic the substance might be, give you first aid
advice, and be available for consult with the veterinarian for ongoing
decontamination and treatment. The Poison Control Phone # is 1-888426-4435. Even if your dog still looks perfectly fine, a call to the vet is
still warranted because some poisons won’t show signs for hours to days,
and if addressed right away, you can decontaminate the dog and avoid the
toxicity altogether.

Message from the new MAESSR
President - Rick Gatlin
Having given over my soul to the English Springer Spaniel in many
ways over the last 25 years, I could think of no higher service than to
try to make a difference in the lives of the dogs that truly need our help.
I have never been able to understand how people can unintentionally
or intentionally mistreat animals of any kind, but when it is a dog,
specifically Springers, I had to DO SOMETHING! MAESSR has filled
that niche in my life.
As a Board member, I have been called upon to secure liability insurance
for MAESSR. The future of MAESSR is no different than any business that
needs protection in order to survive long term. And as much as we would like
to be out of business, we know that the need will always be there, so we must
be there, too. Additionally, I am working with MAESSR volunteers to obtain
grant funding that will allow MAESSR to sponsor events for the continuing
education and support of our volunteer base.
As Secretary of MAESSR, I am responsible for taking minutes at the
Board meetings, and transcribing them in report form for the Officers and
Board. I also receive adoption contracts and owner relinquishment forms
from the volunteers, and maintain custody of them.
Stepping into the role of President means stepping into the biggest
shoes in the world of canine rescue. Monica’s departure leaves a void like
none other. But together, we are all in charge of taking care of this legacy
she leaves to our charge. I encourage everyone that reads this to volunteer,
help us any way you can, even if it’s only for one hour a month. If you
love the breed, that’s all the encouragement you should need. We need
your love of the breed, your talents, your time, and your commitment.
When you give yourself to your own Springer, you know love. When you
give yourself to all Springers, you give infinite love.

www.maessr.org

Help the dogs with Holiday Shopping!

Pin or Key
Chain
$6

“Who
Rescued
Whom”

Mouse
Pad

$20.50 for S-XL
$22.50 for 2XL

$12

Mug

Ornaments

$16

$15 each

2008 MAESSR
Calendar
$18

Details for Item 26-39-02

Zarah
Pin
$36

Order from the MAESSR Website or by mail.

Best wishes for the holiday season from the Springer Tails staff
www.maessr.org
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